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PUBLISHING AGREEMENT  

AGREEMENT made this 22nd day of October, 2020, by and between Elsevier Ltd. with offices at The 

Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1GB, UK (the “Publisher”), and 

Vishal R. Panse 

Assistant Professor, 

Late B.S.Arts Prof.N.G.Sci & A.G.Commerce College Sakharkheda  

India 

Sanjay J. Dhoble 

Professor,  

Department of Physics  R.T.M. Nagpur, University,   Nagpur-440033 

India 

Marta Michalska Domańska 

Assistant Professor, 

Institute of Optoelectronics, Military University of Technology 

Poland 

(collectively, the “Author”). 

WHEREAS, the Work (defined below) is to be included in a series entitled WOODHEAD PUBLISHING SERIES 

IN ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL MATERIALS (the “Series”); and  

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree to the publication by the Publisher of that certain work tentatively 

entitled GREEN-EMITTING LUMINESCENT MATERIALS, as more fully described below upon the 

terms and conditions set forth below: 

1. Manuscript Delivery 

a. Delivery obligations.  The Author will deliver to the Publisher on or before 1 December 2021, time 

being of the essence, a final complete manuscript in the English language, in the format and with all 

deliverables noted on Annex 1 (the “Work”), in form and content consistent with the obligations noted 

herein and satisfactory in the Publisher’s sole discretion. The Author will retain a complete copy of all 

deliverables required to be delivered to the Publisher under this Agreement. 
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b. Permissions. If the Author incorporates in the Work any material from third parties, the Author will 

have procured prior to the date of manuscript delivery specified in Section 1(a), at the Author’s 

expense, permission in writing from each copyright holder of such material to use and reprint such 

material in the Work consistent with the terms of the rights granted pursuant to Section 3.  The Author 

will fully acknowledge all previously published material in the Work. If the Author does not obtain 

such permissions in a timely manner or in satisfactory form, the Author will cooperate with the 

Publisher in identifying substitute material and revising the Work accordingly, and the Author will 

obtain the requisite substitute permissions. The Author will also deliver with the manuscript a 

permissions log as noted in Annex 1. 

c. Non-Delivery.  If the Author does not deliver the final complete manuscript or any final or interim 

deliverables by the date noted herein or by such later delivery date as mutually agreed in writing, the 

Publisher may either (a) terminate this Agreement by written notice; or (b) in the case of partial 

delivery or where the Author participated in a prior edition, appoint a substitute author as set forth in 

Section 1(e). 

d. Unsatisfactory Delivery.  If the Author delivers by the date noted herein a manuscript or other 

deliverables that do not conform with the requirements noted herein, or that are deemed otherwise 

unsatisfactory in form or content, the Publisher will provide written notice stating the reasons for its 

determination that the manuscript or deliverables are unacceptable and providing the Author with 

thirty (30) days within which to make such changes and revisions (including if relevant by the 

substitution, amendment or deletion of Illustrations, as defined in Annex 1), to the satisfaction of the 

Publisher. In the event a revised manuscript satisfactory to the Publisher is not received by the 

Publisher within this timeframe, the Publisher may either (a) terminate the Agreement by written 

notice; or (b) appoint a substitute author as set forth in Section 1(e). 

e. Appointment of a Substitute Author.  In the event of non-delivery or unsatisfactory delivery as set 

forth in Sections 1(c) or 1(d), the Publisher reserves the right to appoint a substitute author to finish 

the Work to Publisher’s satisfaction. In such event, compensation will be paid to such substitute author 

from the royalties otherwise due to the Author which will be calculated in the sole discretion of the 

Publisher based on the Publisher’s reasonable determination of an equitable allocation in light of the 

scope and extent of the relative contributions of the Author and the substitute author.  The Publisher 

may give credit to the Author and the substitute author in such order and manner which, in the 

judgment of the Publisher, fairly reflects their relative contributions to the Work. 

f. Effect of Termination.  In the event of termination pursuant to Sections 1(c) or 1(d), all obligations 

between the parties will cease except for those that expressly survive this Agreement.  The Author will 

in such event return within thirty (30) days of such termination any payments already made to the 

Author.  If after termination for non-delivery the Author does complete the Work, the Author must 

first offer the Work to the Publisher for consideration for publication on the terms and conditions set 

out herein before publishing the Work or offering the Work to another publisher. The obligations noted 

above to return payments and to offer the Work to the Publisher will survive the termination of this 

Agreement. 

g. Prompt Publication/Reversion.  If the Publisher does not produce the Work within a reasonable time 

after receipt of the final, complete accepted manuscript and all deliverables set forth in Annex 1, the 

Author may by written notice to the Publisher request that the manuscript be published within six (6) 

months from the Publisher’s receipt of such notice. If the manuscript is not published by that date, this 

Agreement will terminate and all rights granted by the Author to the Publisher under this Agreement 
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will revert to the Author. In the event that this Agreement is terminated in accordance with the 

preceding sentence, neither party will have any further obligations, duties or liabilities to the other. 

h. Publisher’s Tools/Systems.  If required by the Publisher, the Author agrees to use any software tools 

and/or systems provided by the Publisher for the purpose of performing the activities under this 

Agreement, in accordance with the provisions of Annex 1.  

i. Preliminaries and Index. The Publisher will prepare the contents list, title page and index for the Work 

at its own expense. 

2. Manuscript Editing, Production & Distribution 

The Publisher will have the right to make such editorial changes in the Work (including Illustrations) as it 

deems necessary or advisable, provided such changes do not substantially change the meaning of the text. The 

Author will read and correct proofs of the Work, in the format requested by the Publisher and using tools 

provided by the Publisher, within the time frame designated by the Publisher after the receipt thereof. If the 

Author does not respond within the deadline noted above, the Publisher may make such revisions as it deems 

fit, provided such revisions do not change meaning of the text, and may deduct the cost of such revisions from 

any sums due to the Author. 

The Publisher intends to publish the Work under the Publisher’s Woodhead Publishing imprint. All details 

of production, advertising/promotion, title/branding, distribution models/platforms, pricing, and any other 

decisions related to the Publisher’s exercise of it rights hereunder, will be decided by the Publisher in its sole 

discretion. 

3. Rights 

The Author assigns and transfers exclusively to the Publisher, to the maximum extent possible, the copyright 

and all other rights throughout the world in and to the Work, including without limitation the exclusive right 

to produce, publish, reproduce, transmit, sell and distribute the Work or any part of the Work, in all media now 

known or hereafter devised, including without limitation all electronic and digital media, to create or have 

created any revision thereof, to make derivative works, adaptations, abridgements or translations, and to license 

and authorize others to do so, and all other subsidiary rights. The Author understands that this assignment and 

transfer means that the Author has no independent right to assign or transfer the Work in whole or in part to 

third parties or to directly exploit the Work. 

If the Author wishes to use material contained in the Work in the Author’s other works or presentations, the 

Author will request permission from the Publisher, which permission will not be unreasonably withheld for 

proposed uses that do not materially interfere with the rights granted to the Publisher hereunder.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Author will be entitled to use the material contained in the Work without 

obtaining permission in preparing articles for publication in scholarly or professional journals, in contributions 

to symposia, in a single chapter in a book, in the Author’s course lectures and training (and may use and make 

print or electronic copies of excerpts of up to ten percent (10%) of the Work for course lectures and training), 

and for presentations or lectures at professional meetings, and may place a summary of the Work online, all 

provided that the Publisher and the Work are appropriately identified and that such use by the Author does not 

materially interfere with the rights granted to the Publisher hereunder. 
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4. Author’s Representations, Warranties, Indemnities and Compliance 

a. Author’s Representations and Warranties.  The Author represents and warrants that:  

(i) the Author has full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement; 

(ii) the Work is original and previously unpublished except for third-party material that is either in 

the public domain or for which appropriate permission has been obtained; 

(iii) the Work does not infringe any copyright, violate any other intellectual property, privacy, or 

other right of any person or entity, or contain any libelous, unlawful or otherwise actionable 

matter; 

(iv) the Work includes appropriate warnings; 

(v) to the best of the Author’s knowledge, the material contained in the Work is accurate and would 

not cause injury if accurately used or followed; 

(vi) the Author is familiar with all applicable anti-bribery, gifting, conflicts of interest and outside 

compensation laws and regulations as well as policies and rules of the Author’s employer or 

institution (if applicable) (“Applicable Laws”), and that the Author’s acceptance of this 

appointment (including the acceptance of any complimentary copies of the Work), and the 

terms of this Agreement and the Author’s performance under this Agreement, including the 

Author’s participation in author conferences, trainings and meetings and acceptance of 

transportation, hospitality, food and lodging provided by the Publisher to the Author in 

connection therewith, is and will be in compliance with the Applicable Laws, and will not 

influence any decisions that the Author might make on behalf of the Author’s employer or 

institution with respect to awarding business to the Publisher; 

(vii) The Author has disclosed in writing to the Publisher all actual and potential competing interests, 

both financial and non-financial, if any, in relation to the Work. (Examples of financial conflicts 

include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, grants, 

patents or patent applications, and travel grants. Competing interests may also arise as a result 

of personal relationships, academic competition, and intellectual beliefs, such as political or 

religious beliefs.) 

b. Author’s Indemnities. The Author hereby indemnifies and agrees to hold the Publisher and its 

assignees, licensees, printers and distributors, harmless from and against any liability, damage, costs 

and expense (including reasonable attorneys’ fees), arising from or in connection with any breach of 

the representations or warranties contained herein. These warranties and indemnities will survive the 

termination of this Agreement. 

c. Each party agrees to comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, codes, regulations, standards and 

judicial and administrative orders (collectively, “Applicable Laws”) relating to its duties, obligations 

and performance under this Agreement, Applicable Laws pertaining to data protection, transparency 

and privacy; and Applicable Laws prohibiting bribery and fostering transparency, including, without 

limitation the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the UK Bribery Act and the US Physician Payment 

Sunshine Act and those other laws enforced in the country where business is being conducted and/or 

the party’s place of business or residency. Each party agrees to engage only in legitimate business and 

ethical practices in commercial operations and in relation to its dealings with any employee or official 
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of a government agency or any other government owned, operated or controlled entity (including, 

without limitation, state run universities, hospitals and libraries), or political parties or candidates 

(jointly “Government Official”). Neither party nor any of its officers, directors, employees or agents 

shall pay, offer, give, promise or authorize the payment, directly or indirectly, of any monies, gifts or 

anything of value to any commercial contact or Government Official for the purpose or intent to induce 

such person to use his/her authority to help the other party or any affiliate of the other party for personal 

gain (any such act, a “Prohibited Payment”). A Prohibited Payment does not include a payment of 

reasonable and bona fide expenditures, such as travel or lodging expenses, which are directly related 

to the promotion, demonstration or explanation of products or services or the execution or performance 

of a contract provided that such payments are permissible under the Applicable Laws. 

5. Revised Editions 

a. Revisions/Updates.  If the Publisher plans a revision, update, or new edition of the Work (collectively 

the “Revision”), the Publisher will notify the Author, and the Author will have the option to participate 

in the preparation of the Revision. The Author will notify the Publisher, within thirty (30) days of 

receipt of notice from the Publisher, whether or not the Author chooses to participate. If the Author 

chooses to participate, the Author will revise the Work pursuant to a reasonable schedule set forth by 

the Publisher and pursuant to the scope and extent of the revisions determined by the Publisher and 

the Author. All terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement (except for deliverables and delivery 

dates) will be in force and will apply to such Revision. The Author’s failure to respond within such 

thirty (30) day period will be deemed a rejection of the offer to participate. 

b. Other Revisors.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Publisher will have the right to have the Work 

revised by a revisor chosen by the Publisher in the Publisher’s sole discretion if: (i) the Author elects 

not to participate in the Revision or is otherwise unavailable to prepare the Revision pursuant to the 

Publisher’s reasonable schedule; (ii) the Author fails to respond to the Publisher’s notice as provided 

in Section 5(a); or (iii) in the reasonable judgment of the Publisher the Author would not be effective 

in the preparation of such Revision. 

c. Non-Participating Author.  If the Author does not participate in a Revision, the Author will continue 

to be paid royalties as set forth hereunder for such Revision, less any compensation paid to the revisor, 

which will be calculated in the sole discretion of the Publisher based on the Publisher’s determination 

of an equitable allocation in light of the scope and extent of the revisions. If the Author does not 

participate in a Revision for any reason, the Author’s participation in subsequent revisions will only 

occur upon mutual written agreement. 

d. Credits.  When publishing Revisions, and in the promotion thereof, the Publisher may give credit to 

the Author and any successor of a person comprising the Author in such order and manner which, in 

the judgment of the Publisher, fairly reflects their relative contributions to such Revision, and, if 

appropriate, in the judgment of the Publisher, eliminate or retain the name or names of the person(s) 

comprising the Author who do not participate or collaborate in such Revision. 

6. Royalties/Consideration 

a. Royalty Rates.  The Publisher will pay to the Author royalties on Net Sums Received from the 

following: 
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(i) Print Rate for English-Language Editions: Unless otherwise provided for herein, for copies of 

the print editions of the Work or portions thereof, a royalty of 10% sold in the United Kingdom; 

and a royalty of 10% for print editions of the Work sold outside of the United Kingdom; 

(ii) Online Access or Other Electronic Distribution. For any English-language edition of the Work 

or portion thereof in any electronic media now known or hereafter devised that is sold or 

accessed under license, a royalty of 10%; 

(iii) Translation Rights: For licenses or authorizations for the right to translate, publish and 

distribute the Work or portions thereof, a royalty of 50%; 

(iv) Reprint Rights: For licenses or authorizations to Publisher’s affiliates for the right to reprint, 

publish and distribute the Work or portions thereof, a royalty of 50%; 

(v) Localization Rights: For licenses or authorizations for the right to localize, publish and 

distribute the Work or portions thereof, a royalty of 50%; 

(vi) Other Subsidiary Rights: For the license of any right to publish or distribute the Work for which 

a royalty is not otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, or for all other uses of the 

Work for which a royalty is not otherwise specifically provided herein (except for uses for 

which it is specified in this Agreement that no royalties will be payable), a royalty of 10%. 

b. “Net Sums Received” Defined.  As used herein, “Net Sums Received” will mean monies actually 

received by the Publisher from third parties including from any of its affiliates in payment for copies 

of or access to the Work or for the right to distribute, translate or otherwise exploit the Work, or for 

portions or derivatives thereof; after deduction of any discounts, commissions, returns, postage, 

shipping, insurance or taxes in connection with the distribution of the Work and any direct expenses 

in connection with any license. 

c. Non-Royalty Sales/Transfers.  No royalties will be payable with respect to any copies of any edition 

of the Work sold or disposed of at or below the cost of manufacture or on copies disposed of at a 

discount of 80% or more from the retail list price. No royalties will be payable for copies destroyed, 

discounted copies sold to the Author, or copies or excerpts or summaries thereof furnished in any 

media now known or hereafter devised for review, advertising, publicity, promotion, sample or similar 

purposes. No royalties will be payable for copies of the Work converted to Braille or recorded in other 

special formats (free of charge) for use by individuals who are unable to read ordinary print in the 

conventional manner. In the event the Publisher pays for Illustrations or other deliverables for the 

Work and such Illustrations or deliverables are used by or licensed by the Publisher for inclusion in 

other works or products, no royalty will be payable on sales of such other works or products. 

d. Bundled/Custom Sales.  If the Publisher sells copies of or excerpts from the Work (in any medium) 

with or within other works or parts of works (including the Work in a different medium) as a combined 

package for a single total price (e.g. course packs, electronic subscriptions to multiple publications), 

the Publisher will allocate the Net Sums Received in such manner as it reasonably determines is 

equitable, for example, in light of the relative value, quantity, and/or usage of the publications 

contained in such package. 

e. Allocation.  All sums due and payable under this Agreement will be divided as follows unless the 

Publisher is subsequently instructed to the contrary in writing by all parties:   
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Party Allocation %   

Vishal R. Panse 33.3333%   

Sanjay J. Dhoble 33.3333%   

Marta Michalska Domańska 33.3334%   

Total 100%   

  

7. Payments and Accounting 

a. The Publisher may require certain tax forms as well as internal Publisher Payee forms to be completed 

prior to making any payments, and the Author agrees to complete and return any such forms as 

separately instructed. The Publisher will render royalty statements to the Author every six (6) months 

in accordance with the Publisher’s regular practices and will at the same time make payment of the 

amount shown to be due, subject to the claims thereon by the Publisher for any other sums due and 

owing to the Publisher. Royalties on licensing revenue may be deemed to be due and owing when such 

revenue accrues and is earned in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. If 

withholding tax is applicable, the Author will promptly upon execution of this Agreement or upon 

future request of the Publisher provide documents or other details if the Author claims such taxes 

should not be withheld. Statements and payments will be made in March for the period ending 

December 31 of the prior year and in September for the period ending the prior June 30. If less than 

£500 is due for any accounting period (the “Threshold Amount”), the Publisher is not required to 

render a statement or to make a payment until after the accounting period in which the Threshold 

Amount or more is due to the Author. If the Author opts to receive royalty payments from the Publisher 

electronically, the Threshold Amount will be £10. Should the Author receive an overpayment of 

royalties arising from copies reported sold but subsequently credited, as for example when returned, 

or should there be other amounts chargeable to the Author under this Agreement or under any other 

agreement relating to other editions or volumes of the Work, the Publisher may deduct such 

overpayment or amounts from any further sums due to the Author. If such sums have not been fully 

repaid within two years, the Author will, upon written request, make full payment to the Publisher. 

b. The Author may, upon written request, have a certified public accountant examine the Publisher’s 

books of account insofar as they relate to the amounts accrued to the Author in respect of the Work 

during the two-year period before such examination. Such examination will take place during regular 

business hours and not more than once each year. Statements rendered by the Publisher will be final 

and binding upon the Author two (2) years after the date rendered unless before the end of such period 

the Author delivers to the Publisher specific written objections to the statement. If any audit reveals 

that the Publisher has underpaid royalties by an amount equal to or greater than ten percent (10%) of 

the royalties owed but in no event less than £2,000, then the Publisher will bear all expenses reasonably 

incurred by the Author in connection with the audit. Otherwise, the Author will bear the Author’s own 

expenses. 

c. The Publisher operates a self-billing system for payments which attract Value Added Tax (“VAT”).  

Where applicable, the Author agrees: (i) to provide to the Publisher on signature of this Agreement the 

Author’s VAT registration number (the “VAT number”); (ii) not itself to raise self-bill VAT invoices; 
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and (iii) to notify the Publisher immediately of any changes to the VAT number or if the Author ceases 

to be VAT registered or transfers his or her business as a going concern. If the Author does not supply 

a VAT number, the Publisher will not pay VAT on any sums due hereunder unless the Author issues 

a valid VAT invoice to the Publisher. 

8. Complimentary Copies 

The Publisher agrees to give to each party comprising the Author three (3) print copies and one (1) electronic 

copy of the Work, free of charge, and to sell to each party comprising the Author, for personal use and not for 

resale, further copies of the Work and other books published by Publisher in print form (excluding the 

Publisher’s Major Reference Works program) at a discount of 30% off the retail list price. 

9. Competing Works 

The Author will not without the written consent of the Publisher prepare, publish, collaborate, or authorize the 

use of the name of any party comprising the Author with respect to any work that in the reasonable view of the 

Publisher might compete or interfere with the sale or other commercial exploitation of the Work. 

10. Privacy, Promotion and Publicity 

The Author authorizes use by the Publisher and its applicable affiliates, licensees, and service providers 

worldwide of the name, image, likeness, voice, biography, and professional affiliations (at the Publisher’s 

discretion) of each party comprising the Author for purposes of advertising, promoting and publicizing the 

Work and all updates and derivatives thereof and the Author’s contact details, including postal and email 

addresses, for purposes of communicating with the Author about the Work and writing, reviewing, researching 

or contributing to other relevant projects with the Publisher. 

11. Governing Law 

Regardless of the place of physical execution of this Agreement, or of its delivery, this Agreement will be 

treated as though executed within England (the “Governing State”) and will be governed and interpreted 

according to the laws of the Governing State; and the parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the courts 

of the Governing State with respect to all disputes or matters arising out of or pertaining to this Agreement. 

12. General 

a. Entire Agreement; Severability; Modification.  This Agreement and any annexes hereto constitute the 

entire agreement between the parties and supersede all previous agreements, arrangements and 

undertakings between the parties in respect of the subject matter hereof. In the event that any provision 

of this Agreement is found to be legally unenforceable, such unenforceability will not prevent the 

enforcement of any other provision of this Agreement. This Agreement may be modified only by a 

written document signed by all parties. 

b. Assignment.  The Publisher may assign this Agreement and all its rights hereunder provided such 

assignee agrees to undertake all its obligations hereunder. The services provided by the Author 
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hereunder are of a personal nature such that the Author may not assign this Agreement without the 

prior written consent of the Publisher. Permitted assignments of this Agreement will be binding on the 

assigns, heirs, executors and administrators of the Author, and upon the successors and assigns of the 

Publisher. 

c. Waiver.  The failure of a party to exercise or enforce any right under this Agreement will not be deemed 

to be a waiver of that right, nor operate to bar the exercise or enforcement of that right at any time 

thereafter. 

d. Relationship Between Parties.  Nothing in this Agreement will be deemed to create any 

employer/employee, agency, fiduciary, partnership, joint venture or other similar relationship between 

the parties. 

e. No Benefit to Others.  This Agreement is for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and their respective 

successors and assigns and will not be construed as conferring any rights on any other persons or 

entities. 

f. Care of Manuscript.  The Publisher will take reasonable care of the manuscript and all other materials 

delivered to the Publisher as required under this Agreement, but will not be held liable for accidental 

loss or damage thereof. 

g. Multiple Authors (if applicable).  If there are multiple parties comprising the Author under this 

Agreement, the obligations of all such parties will be joint and several unless otherwise expressly 

provided in this Agreement, but the Publisher reserves the right to exercise any or all of its remedies 

against one or more parties comprising the Author in the event of a breach of the Author’s obligations 

hereunder. The Publisher may also elect to treat each party comprising the Author separately with 

respect to the provisions of Section 1 and Section 5. 

h. Confidentiality.  The Author shall maintain all of the Confidential Information (as defined herein) in 

strict confidence, will not disclose any Confidential Information to any third party other than as 

necessary to perform the obligations set forth in this Agreement, and will protect such Confidential 

Information with the highest degree of care.  For the purposes of this Agreement, “Confidential 

Information” means any business, financial, operational, customer, vendor, or other information of the 

Publisher disclosed to or received by the Author in performance of this Agreement and not generally 

known by or disclosed to the public or known by the Author solely by reason of the negotiation or 

performance of this Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereby sign this Agreement as of the date first set out above. 

ELSEVIER LTD. 

By: 
Supplier1SignatureAnchor   

Name: Jonathan Simpson 

Title: Publishing Director 
  

FOR THE AUTHOR: 

Customer1SignatureAnchor 

  

  

    

Vishal R. Panse         

Customer2SignatureAnchor 

  

  

    

Sanjay J. Dhoble         

Customer3SignatureAnchor 

  

  

    

Marta Michalska Domańska         
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Annex 1 

Format for delivery 

A. General format: 

To be authored via Elsa. 

Grant of Tool License 

Publisher hereby licenses to Author a revocable, non-exclusive, license (the “Tool License”) to use the 

(i) Publisher’s authoring tool kit (including but not limited to Elsa Console and other authoring 

tools), 

(ii) Publisher’s proprietary intellectual property, 

(iii) Publisher’s proprietary software applications, 

(iv) Publisher’s database text and imaging management tools and systems, and  

(v) Publisher’s content templates and Work structure.   

Use of this Tool License is restricted to use by the Author solely in the preparation of the Contributions 

and the preparation of the Work. Author acknowledges that the Author has no right, title or interest to 

the Publisher’s proprietary intellectual property and other elements licensed herein other than as 

granted by this Tool License. Author shall not allow any other parties to use any elements licensed 

herein without the prior, written approval of Publisher. 

B. Required quantity: 

A minimum of 240 printed pages and a maximum of 340 printed pages at 6x9 trim size. 

1 printed page is approximately 500 words or 2 illustrations. 

If there are a total of 80 illustrations the should be approximately 100,000 to 150,000 total words. 

C. Illustrations: 

The Author will also deliver with the manuscript, relevant illustrations (meaning photographs, 

drawings, sketches, diagrams, charts, maps and tabular matter) (collectively the “Illustrations”), along 

with captions for all such Illustrations.  

It is understood and agreed that the Illustrations will appear in full color in the electronic version of 

the Work, and in black-and-white in print versions of the Work, if any. 

D. Other deliverables: 

The Author will also deliver with the manuscript an abstract of approximately 100-150 words for each 

chapter in the Work, and a list of approximately 5-10 keywords for each chapter of the Work. 

The Author will also deliver with the manuscript a permissions log to be completed in accordance with 

the Author instructions provided by the Publisher together with copies of all the permission grant 

letters. The Publisher will supply the Author with the permissions log template. 
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E. Schedule of delivery: 

Portion of Manuscript: Due to the Publisher no later than: 

1 sample chapter written in Elsa due to 

Publisher. 
1 February 2021 

50% of the draft manuscript written in Elsa due 

to Publisher. 
1 June 2021 

100% of draft manuscript written in Elsa due to 

Publisher. 
1 October 2021 

Final manuscript written in Elsa due to 

Publisher. 
1 December 2021 

Permission log detailing all permissions, restrictions, and acknowledgements for each content item 
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www.appleacademicpress.comMEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made this 28th day of  July 2020 between Apple Academic Press, Inc.,4164 Lakeshore 
Road, Ontario, Canada (hereinafter termed the Publisher) on the one part, and 

Vishal R. Panse
I. S. Mohurley
Korhan Cengiz

(editors*) (hereinafter called as the Author([s]/Editor[s]) of  the other part, whereas the Author(s)/Editor(s) has written/edited  the 
book tentatively titled “Mechanics, Relativity, and Properties of  Matter”  (hereinafter called the Work) and is desirous of  
publishing the same. Now it is hereby agreed as follows:

1.  PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF MANUSCRIPT

a.	 Publication	is	contingent	upon	acceptance	of 	the	final	manuscript	by	the	Publisher.

b. The Publisher shall publish the Work (including revised editions, if  any) and also have the control of  the paper, format, 
type, jacket, production, advertising, price, sale and terms of  sale, etc.. of  the Work.

c. The Author(s)/Editor(s) shall provide one copy of  the manuscript in typed format, according to the Publisher’s 
specifications	and	to	the	designated	email	address	or	FTP	site	provided	by	the	Publisher.

d.   The Author(s)/Editor(s) agrees to provide a manuscript of  285–400 MANUSCRIPT PAGES, using 11 point font in 
Times	New	Roman	with	1.5	line	spacing	and	default	margins,	unless	other	specifications	have	been	mutually	agreed	to.	

e. The Author(s)/Editor(s) will provide the manuscript with correct grammar, error-free, and in the style of  language suitable 
to the agreed-upon intended audience for the Work.

f.  The Author(s)/Editor(s) agree to provide the manuscript (along with necessary forms) by February 1, 2021. If  the 
Author(s)/Editor(s) fails to deliver the manuscript by this due date, the Publisher reserves the right to declare this contract null and 
void. If  the Author(s)/Editor(s) require an extension, a written request must be made to the Publisher 30 days in advance of  the said 
due date. Only written requests and responses are valid.

g.  If  revisions to the manuscript are required by the Publisher, the Author(s)/Editor(s) agree to return the revised manuscript 
to the Publisher within a reasonable time to be mutually agreed upon. The manuscript will be the property of  the Publisher, and the 
Publisher will retain it after the publication of  the same.

h. The Publisher shall supply the index to the Work, but should the Author(s)/Editor(s) wish to supply the index instead, the 
Publisher will accept it providing it meets with the Publisher’s approval.

*	The	order	of 	editor/author	names	above	may	not	be	the	final	order;	the	final	order	may	be	indicated	with	the	submission	of 	the	manuscript.
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i.  The Publisher may edit the Work in accordance with the Publisher’s style of  capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
usage. 

j.  The Author(s)/Editor(s) agrees to read, correct, and promptly return to the Publisher within thirty (30) days, all proofs of  
the	Work	in	accordance	with	the	Publisher’s	specified	schedule.	Author(s)/Editor(s)alteration	costs	in	excess	of 	ten	percent	(10%)	
of  the cost of  the original composition, and any expenses incurred by the Publisher in the making of  illustrations to replace those 
originally submitted with the Work, shall be charged to the Royalty Account. In the event that correction of  proofs is not returned 
within thirty (30) days, the Publisher shall have the right to publish the Work without the approval of  the Author.

2.  NONCOMPETE /OTHER PUBLICATIONS

a.	 The	Author(s)/Editor(s)	shall	not	supply	a	copy	or	any	part	of 	the	said	Work	to	any	other	person,	or	offer	the	same	to	be	
printed or published by any other person, nor shall he publish himself  or cause the same to be published without the explicit written 
consent	of 	the	Publisher	to	this	effect.	

b. The Author(s)/Editor(s)agrees, so long as the Work remains in print, to refrain from editing and/or preparing for another 
publisher any work that shall directly compete with the sale of  the Work. The Author(s)/Editor(s)may, however, draw on and refer to 
material contained in the Work in preparing articles for publication in professional journals, for teaching purposes, and for delivery 
at professional meetings and symposia, provided appropriate credit is given to the Publisher and the Work.

3.  COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSIONS

a.  The Author(s)/Editor(s)hereby expressly grants, transfers, and assigns to the Publisher full and exclusive rights to the Work, 
including, without limitation, the copyright in the Work, all revisions thereof, and the right to prepare translations and other 
derivative works based upon the Work in all forms and languages for the full term of  copyright, and all renewals and extensions 
thereof, throughout the World. The Publisher’s exclusive rights include, without limitation, the right to reproduce, publish, sell, 
and distribute copies of  the Work, selections therefrom, and translations and other derivative Works based upon the Work, in print, 
audiovisual, electronic, or by any and all media now or hereafter known or devised, and the right to license or authorize others to do 
any or all of  the foregoing throughout the World.

b. The Author(s)/Editor(s) hereby accepts complete responsibility on account of  any plagiarism and infringement of  
copyright of  himself  or of  another person(s) or establishment who contribute to the Work and/or on account of  any defamatory or 
otherwise injurious matter contained in the Work and/or on account of  accruing under any penal provisions of  law by virtue of  the 
publication of  the said Work.

c.  The Author(s)/Editor(s) shall be responsible for obtaining the necessary written permissions from the owner(s) for use of  all 
copyrighted materials (including artwork) and must furnish to the Publisher said permissions at the time the Work is delivered to the 
Publisher. The Author(s)/Editor(s) are responsible for any permissions fees.  (Note that no Open Source or public domain material is 
to be used within the Work without the prior consent of  the Publisher.) 

d.		The	illustrations	submitted	to	the	Publisher	must	include	original	electronic	art	files	suitable	for	placement	or	reproduction,	in	the	
format	specified	by	the	Publisher.	As	deemed	necessary,	the	Publisher	agrees	to	touch	up,	redraw,	or	otherwise	convert	line	drawings	
into an acceptable electronic format for reproduction, the reasonable cost of  which will be applied against the Author’s Royalty 
Account, at the discretion of  the Publisher. 

4. COMPENSATION AND ROYALTIES

a.	 The	Author(s)/Editor(s)	will	receive	royalties	as	indicated	below	after	first	200	copies	are	sold:
	 	 US/Canadian	print	sales:	10%	on	net	sales	to	Apple	Academic	Press
	 	 ROW	sales:	10%	on	net	sales	to	Apple	Academic	Press
	 	 ebook	sales:	10%	on	net	sales	to	Apple	Academic	Press

(ROW = rest of  world) 
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b.		 If 	there	are	multiple	Author(s)/Editor(s),	royalties	will	equally	divided	between	all	Author(s)/Editor(s)	unless	otherwise	specified	
by the Author(s)/Editor(s) in writing.

c. E-copies of  the book (in pdf  format) will be provided to the Author(s)/Editor(s) and any chapter contributors to the Work for 
their personal use and NOT to put online in any way after publication of  the Work.

d.   No royalty will be paid on copies of  the Work furnished gratis for review, advertising, promotion, bonus, sample, or like 
purposes, or on copies of  the Work sold at less than Publisher’s cost, or on any copies returned to Publisher for any reason, or on copies 
of  the Work sold to the Author. Free use of  the rights granted herein may be made by the Publisher to promote the sale of  copies of  the 
Work and the rights therein.

e.  For purposes of  this Agreement, the Publisher’s “net receipts” from sales shall mean monies received by the Publisher from 
such sales less adjustments for discounts, credits, and returns. Royalties will not be paid on prepaid transportation, postage, insurance, 
and	taxes.	The	Publisher’s	“net	receipts”	from	licensing	or	assignment	shall	mean	monies	received	by	the	Publisher	less	any	specified	
costs of  such licensing or assignment.

f.  All payments made under the terms of  this Agreement will be subject to Federal income tax withholding, as required by the 
United States Internal Revenue Code.

g.		 The	Publisher	will	provide	to	the	first	Author/Editor	an	annual	or	biannual	statement	of 	sales	made	(hereinafter	referred	to	
as the “Statement”). These Statements will be rendered annually. Subject to the provisions of  this Agreement, the Statement will be 
accompanied by a check or funds electronically deposited into bank accounts for Editor(s)/Author(s) for any monies shown to be due by 
such	Statement.	If 	less	than	fifty	dollars	($50.00)	(OR	one-hundred	dollars	($100.00)	for	an	electronic	payment)	is	shown	to	be	due	in	
any	Accounting	Period,	the	Publisher	may	defer	payment	thereof 	until	the	next	period	in	which	fifty	dollars	($50.00)	(or	one-hundred	
dollars	($100.00)	if 	an	electronic	payment)	or	more	is	shown	to	be	due.	The	Publisher	reserves	the	right	to	deduct	from	payments	not	
written by US check any applicable bank and wire fees.

h. If  the Author(s)/ Editor(s) has received an overpayment of  money from the Publisher or has an outstanding monetary 
obligation to the Publisher, whether arising out of  this Agreement or any other agreement(s) with the Publisher, the Publisher may 
deduct the amount of  such overpayment or outstanding obligation from the Royalty Account or any sums due to such person under this 
Agreement.

i. The Author(s)/Editor(s) will receive 6 (SIX) complimentary print copies of  the Work total. If  the Work is authored or 
edited by multiple Authors or Editors, it will be the responsibility of  the Author(s)/Editor(s) to determine how the complimentary 
print copies will be distributed to the Author(s)/Editor(s).

j.	 Author(s)/Editor(s)	may	purchase	additional	copies	of 	the	Work	at	a	discount	off	the	list	price	of 	the	Work.

k.  Editors and chapter contributors, if  any, will receive an e-copy of  the book (pdf  format) for their own use and not to put online 
or to share without written permission from the Publisher.

5. AUTHOR/EDITOR WARRANTIES

a. The Author(s)/Editor(s) represents and warrants to the best of  his/her knowledge and belief  that:
 i. Author(s)/Editor(s) have the full right and authority to enter into this Agreement and to grant the rights granted to the  
	 	 Publisher;
	 ii.	 Author(s)/Editor(s)	has	not	previously	assigned,	transferred,	or	otherwise	encumbered	such	rights;
 iii. the Work shall be original by the Author(s)/Editor(s)
	 iv.	 the	Work	will	not	infringe	upon	any	statutory	or	common	law	copyright	or	violate	any	law	or	government	regulation;
 v. the Work will not contain any matter which will be libelous or otherwise injurious or in violation of  any right of    
	 	 privacy	or	any	other	personal	or	proprietary	right	of 	any	third	party;	and
 v. the Work contains no material which is inaccurate, nor contains any statement, instruction, material, or formula that   
  involves the foreseeable risk of  injury to readers or users of  the Work. 
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b. Should any material be submitted for publication in the Work which, in the opinion of  the Publisher, may result in a breach of  
any of  the foregoing warranties, the Publisher shall have the right to publish the Work without such material or not publish the Work 
at all. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to impose upon the Publisher any duty of  independent investigation, nor shall any 
independent investigation by the Publisher relieve the Author(s)/Editor(s)of  the Author’s obligations hereunder.

c.  The Publisher, for any reason, may decide not to publish the Work prior to submission of  the Work or after submission of  
the Work, at any stage of  the publication process (but before publication of  the Work). In such case, the Publisher will communicate 
such decision to the Author(s)/Editor(s) and will return all materials and rights to the Author(s)/Editor(s), who will be free to use their 
materials as they wish. 

d. The Author(s)/Editor(s) and Publisher shall each promptly inform the other of  any claim, demand, or suit made against it in 
connection with the Work. The Author(s)/Editor(s)shall fully indemnify and hold the Publisher harmless against any loss, damage, cost, 
or expense (including reasonable counsel fees) which may be sustained or incurred by the Publisher by reason of  any claim, demand, 
investigation, suit, or recovery arising out of  the breach or alleged breach of  any of  the foregoing warranties.

e. The Publisher shall have the right to defend any such suit through counsel of  its own choice and the right to settle any such 
suit	on	such	terms	as	the	Publisher	shall	deem	advisable;	provided,	however,	that	the	Author(s)/Editor(s)	shall	not	be	responsible	
for indemnifying the Publisher for any settlement made without the consent of  the Author(s)/Editor(s), which consent shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed.

f.  In the event of  a claim or suit against the Publisher which, if  sustained, would constitute a breach of  any of  the warranties of  
the Author(s)/Editor(s), the Publisher shall have the right to withdraw the Work from distribution and withhold royalties which become 
due	to	the	Author(s)/Editor(s),	pursuant	to	this	Agreement,	pending	a	final	determination	of 	such	claim	or	suit.	The	Publisher	shall	
have the right to apply any such withheld royalties to the reduction of  any of  the obligations of  the Author(s)/Editor(s) to the Publisher 
contained in this Paragraph.

g. The Author(s)/Editor(s)’ representations, warranties, and indemnities as stated herein may be extended by Publisher to third 
party licensees and grantees, and Author(s)/Editor(s) shall be liable thereon as if  such representations, warranties, and indemnities were 
originally made by Author(s)/Editor(s) to them.

6. REVISIONS OR NEW EDITIONS

a.  Subject to the terms and conditions hereof, if  the Publisher determines that a revision or new edition of  the Work is desirable, 
it shall request each person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) to participate in the preparation of  the revision or new edition pursuant 
to a schedule established by the Publisher in consultation with the Author(s)/Editor(s). Each person so requested to participate shall 
advise the Publisher in writing within ninety (90) days whether he/she will participate in the preparation of  such revision or new edition.

b. The Publisher may select a successor to any person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) to participate in the preparation of  a 
revision or new edition, or may designate the remaining persons comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) to complete such revision or new 
edition, under the following circumstances:
	 i.	 the	death,	incapacity,	or	inability	of 	any	person	comprising	the	Author(s)/Editor(s)	to	effectively	participate	in	a	timely		
	 	 manner	pursuant	to	Publisher’s	schedule	in	the	preparation	of 	such	revision	or	new	edition;
	 ii.	 the	failure	of 	any	person	comprising	the	Author(s)/Editor(s)	to	advise	the	Publisher	in	writing	within	the	specified		 	
	 	 ninety	(90)day	period	that	he/she	will	not	participate;	or
 iii. the failure or inability of  any person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) to prepare the revision or new edition, or   
  collaborate in its preparation, in a timely manner pursuant to the Publisher’s schedule.

c. If  the failure to revise the Work is due to the death of  the Author(s)/Editor(s), the estate of  Author(s)/Editor(s) shall be entitled 
to one-half  (½) the sums which would have accrued to the Author(s)/Editor(s) for the revised edition if  he/she had participated in its 
publication. On the following edition, the deceased Author(s)/Editor(s)’ estate will be entitled to one-quarter (¼) of  the paid royalty. 
Thereafter, the Author(s)/Editor(s)’s estate shall have no proprietary interest in the Work and no further rights to the accrued royalty.

d. Any royalties or other compensation payable to any successor of  a person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) in respect of  
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any revision or new edition of  the Work shall be deducted from any royalties or other compensation which may be or become due to 
the person or persons comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) who is or are succeeded. In the event any person comprising the Author(s)/
Editor(s) does not participate in a revision or new edition of  the Work, the Publisher shall have no obligation to request such person to 
participate in any subsequent revision or new edition of  the Work. If  the nonparticipating Author(s)/Editor(s)’s contribution to the Work 
in the new edition is substantial, he/she shall be entitled to a royalty negotiated to the satisfaction of  all parties.

e. When publishing revisions or new editions, and in the promotion thereof, the Publisher may give credit to the Author(s)/
Editor(s) and any successor of  a person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s), in such order and manner which, in the judgment of  the 
Publisher,	fairly	reflects	their	relative	contributions	to	such	revision	or	new	edition,	and,	if 	appropriate,	in	the	reasonable	judgment	
of  the Publisher, omit the name or names of  the person or persons comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) who do not participate or 
collaborate in such revision or new edition.

f.	 All	terms	and	conditions	of 	this	Agreement	applicable	to	the	first	edition	of 	the	Work,	excluding	any	grants	and	advance	
payments, shall apply to each revision or new edition thereof, unless otherwise provided herein.

7. OUT-OF-PRINT PROVISIONS

a.	 If 	at	any	time	the	Publisher	determines	that	the	demand	for	the	Work	is	insufficient	to	warrant	its	continued	publication,	the	
Publisher may declare the Work out-of-print. In such event, the Author(s)/Editor(s) shall have the right to purchase the Publisher’s stock 
of  the Work, if  any, at one-quarter (¼) of  the Publisher’s established list price, but not below cost. The Work will not be deemed out-of-
print if  it is on sale by the Publisher in any form permitted hereunder, or if  it is under option, or if  any license granted by the Publisher 
is outstanding.

b. If  the Publisher declares the Work out-of-print, then, upon the written demand of  the Author(s)/Editor(s), the print (but not 
the eBook or any electronic product) rights granted by the Author(s)/Editor(s) under this Agreement will revert to the Author(s)/Editor(s) 
and this Agreement will terminate, subject to any outstanding licenses. If  there are multiple Author(s)/Editor(s) under this Agreement, 
they will take individual ownership, in proportion to their respective shares of  the royalties under this Agreement, of  all rights jointly 
owned	by	them	at	the	time	of 	termination.	The	termination	of 	this	Agreement	will	not	affect	the	Publisher’s	continuing	right	to	sell	all	
remaining bound copies and sheets of  the Work and derivative works on hand at the time of  termination.

8. NON-DELIVERY OF THE WORK

If  the Author(s)/Editor(s) for any reason fails to deliver to the Publisher any of  the materials as set forth in Paragraph 1 of  this 
Agreement in form and content satisfactory to the Publisher by agreed upon dates, the Publisher shall have the right, upon thirty (30) 
days written notice to the Author(s)/Editor(s), to terminate this Agreement without any further obligation or liability to the Author(s)/
Editor(s). In the event that this Agreement is terminated by the Publisher, the Author(s)/Editor(s) shall return to the Publisher all 
payments,	if 	any,	theretofore	made	to	the	Author(s)/Editor(s)	hereunder	within	one-hundred	and	twenty	(120)	days	of 	the	date	of 	
termination of  this Agreement, and the Publisher shall return all unpublished materials to the Author(s)/Editor(s).

9. GENERAL PROVISIONS

a. This Agreement is the entire agreement between the parties relating to the Work. It supersedes all previous oral and/or written 
representations	or	agreements	relating	to	the	Work	and	may	not	be	modified	or	amended,	nor	may	any	of 	its	terms	or	provisions	be	
waived,	except	by	a	written	instrument	executed	by	the	parties	affected	by	such	modification,	amendment,	or	waiver.

b. All obligations, liabilities, warranties, and covenants of  the Author(s)/Editor(s) pursuant to this Agreement shall be joint and 
several, so that each person comprising the Author(s)/Editor(s) shall be obligated with respect to the performance of  the Author(s)/
Editor(s) as if  he/she were the sole Author.

c.	 This	Agreement	shall	be	binding	upon	and	inure	to	the	benefit	of 	the	parties	hereto	and	their	respective	successors,	heirs,	
personal representatives, and assigns, except that the obligations of  the Author(s)/Editor(s) may not be assigned without the Publisher’s 
prior written consent, and any assignment without such consent shall be null and void.

d. It is agreed that the Author(s)/Editor(s) is for all purposes of  this Agreement an independent contractor, and the Author(s)/
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Editor(s) is in no respect an agent, employee, or joint venture of  Publisher.

e. Neither the Author(s)/Editor(s) nor the Publisher shall be liable, nor shall the Work be deemed out-of-print, because of  any 
delay caused by acts of  God, restrictions imposed by law or government regulation, shortages in supply of  material or labor necessary 
for the preparation or production of  the Work, or other similar or dissimilar acts beyond their reasonable control. In no event shall 
either the Author(s)/Editor(s) or the Publisher be liable for special, incidental, or consequential damages.

f.	 The	parties	hereto	shall	make	a	reasonable	attempt	to	settle	any	dispute,	controversy,	or	difference	which	may	arise	concerning	
this Agreement by friendly discussion. If  and when a dispute is not settled by such means, then the dispute shall be settled by an 
alternative dispute resolution mechanism agreed upon by the parties. If  necessary, legal disputes will be handled as per Ontario, 
Canada law.

g. This Agreement, regardless of  the place of  its physical execution, shall in all respects be governed by and construed in 
accordance	with	the	internal	law,	and	not	the	law	pertaining	to	conflicts	or	choice	of 	law,	of 	the	Ontario,	Canada	.	Each	of 	the	parties	
to this Agreement hereby expressly and irrevocably agrees and consents that any suit, action, or proceeding arising out of  or relating to 
this Agreement shall be instituted exclusively and only on Ontario, Canada , and, by execution of  this Agreement, each of  the parties 
hereto expressly waives an objection that it may have now or hereafter to the laying of  venue or to the jurisdiction of  any such suit, 
action, or proceeding in Ontario, Canada  and each of  the parties to this Agreement further irrevocably, exclusively, and unconditionally 
submits to the personal jurisdiction of  any state or federal court sitting in Ontario, Canada  in connection 
 
g. In the event the Publisher shall go bankrupt, and in accordance to prevailing bankruptcy law, all rights transferred to the 
Publisher by this Agreement shall immediately revert to the Author(s)/Editor(s).

h. This Agreement shall apply to the heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns of  the Author(s)/Editor(s), and to subsidiaries, 
successors, and assigns of  the Publisher.

i. This Agreement contains the entire Agreement between the Author(s)/Editor(s) and the Publisher with respect to the subject 
matter hereof  and shall supersede all prior understandings, agreements, or arrangements, oral or written, between the parties in this 
Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Publisher and Author(s)/Editor(s) have each caused this Agreement to be duly 
executed by themselves or by its duly authorized officer, as of  the date first written above.

_________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________
Sandra Jones Sickels, VP, Editorial and Marketing, Apple Academic Press, Inc.     Date
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1.  AUTHOR/EDITOR

_________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________
Please sign and print name above          Date

 Permanent Domicile (no P.O. Box address, please):

 Street_________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
 City/State/Country/Postal Code__________________________________________________________________________

 Telephone Numbers ______________________________________________________Fax Number ____________________ 
 
 Email Addresses_____________________________________________________________

2.  AUTHOR/EDITOR

_________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________
Please sign and print name above          Date

 Permanent Domicile (no P.O. Box address, please):

 Street_________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
 City/State/Country/Postal Code__________________________________________________________________________

 Telephone Numbers ______________________________________________________Fax Number ____________________ 
 
 Email Addresses_____________________________________________________________

3.  AUTHOR/EDITOR

_________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________
Please sign and print name above          Date

 Permanent Domicile (no P.O. Box address, please):

 Street_________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
 City/State/Country/Postal Code__________________________________________________________________________

 Telephone Numbers ______________________________________________________Fax Number ____________________ 
 
 Email Addresses_____________________________________________________________
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